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Abstract—Quality of entire Intelligent Video Surveillance 

System plays significant role in its effectiveness. Moreover, these 
systems are deployed still more often as a tool for regulation of crime 
rate around the world. A number of cameras deployed are 
continuously growing and this situation has created a gap between 
possibilities and the reality in the quality of Intelligent Video 
Surveillance Systems. However, the measurement of Intelligent 
Video Surveillance effectiveness is relatively complex task. For this 
purpose the evaluation methods which utilized combination of Image 
Acquisition and Image Processing evaluating methods were proposed 
in this paper. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
UMBERof Video Surveillance System (VSS) applications 
is increasing constantly in last three decades. Moreover, 

the technological evolution have influenced all major parts of 
these systems, therefore the particular gap has arisen between 
the technological and design possibilities and shape of real 
installations of VSS, especially in case of its Image Properties. 
The first recommendation within a VSS design is to follow 
instructions formulated by the European Standards related to 
objective area nonetheless there are only a very small amount 
of companies, which have made efforts to design VSS in 
agreement with the particular standards. This situation is 
partially initiated by contemporary adverse economic climate 
in one hand and insufficient level of expertness of VSS 
designers on the other hand. Another reason to install obsolete 
VSS components is business task. A lot of VSS were designed 
and installed under these conditions, especially in Czech 
Republic. In case of large-scale VSS, like an Urban Video 
Surveillance System (UVSS) the importance of the problem 
even increases, therefore each system should be evaluated 
before it will be implemented into practice. The evaluations of 
VSS were discussed in several research papers [1]. Although 
particular ones discussed evaluation of the Image Acquisition 
process [2], the majority were aimed to evaluation of overall 
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architecture of the system [3], including all functional blocks 
such as Image Acquisition, Connections, Image Processing, 
Activity and data management, connections with other 
systems, the system and data integrity. The problem of UVSS 
effectiveness was investigated in chosen research papers [4]. 
Nonetheless the recent academic activity is related to VSS 
intelligence. [1] As a new methods of video content analysis 
are proposed the new approaches to measure or evaluate them 
are intensively explored. VSS enhanced with Video Content 
Analysis (VCA) and Video Event Understanding (VEU) is the 
most progressive research area in last few years. Successfully 
deploying Video Content Analysis (VCA) solutions for urban 
surveillance poses significant challenges for manufacturers 
and system integrators. Urban surveillance is typically 
characterized by a very large number of cameras (thousands 
and more) distributed over a large area and installed in both 
outdoor and indoor views. From the user perspective the 
primary rule of the surveillance system is to provide quick, 
reliable and high quality access to live and recorded video 
streams from all cameras. VCA is considered an important but 
secondary functionality that is required in order to provide 
features such as real time alerts for predefined rules, forensic 
search capabilities, statistical analysis of crowd and traffic 
flow and more. [5] General principles of sophisticated VSS 
design are based on comprehensive formulation of the 
operational requirements. Considering this statement it is 
obvious that even in case of the Intelligent Urban Video 
Surveillance System is necessary to specify operational 
requirements related to Image Operational Properties. The 
common way how to obtain the operational requirements is 
qualitative expert estimation supported by purposes of the 
system defined by the user, however these methods are 
considered as insufficient chiefly because of that is impossible 
to compare qualitative description with reality. This research 
paper provides a novel approach how to measure the light 
conditions of particular levels of observed scene. In the 
problem formulation part the main features are described. 
Furthermore follows the problem solution section, where the 
novel approach to measurement is introduced. 

II. STATE OF THE ART 
The Evaluation of IVSS is relatively complex task. At first 

it is necessary to define exactly functional blocks of the 
system, which influence its effectiveness the most. Analyses 
which were realized in previous research have referred to 
unacceptable form of project documentation.  European 
Standard EN 50 132 – 7 provides in its appendixes 
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inspectional guideline for evaluation of the capability to 
recognize level of detail of the particular camera, but it lack 
needed case studies and rules for the applications. Moreover, it 
determines examinations methods to evaluate compliance of 
the system with person identification and vehicle identification 
number criteria. Despite of existence of these rules executing 
companies did not follow them. The situation has requested 
any rules which will regulate and guarantee quality needed. 
The whole problem is even more important in case of this 
particular area of alarms systems, because of its disposition to 
personal privacy. This research paper describes possible 
evaluation methods of particular functional properties of 
IVSS. As was described in section 1, it is necessary to propose 
evaluation method for these underestimated categories of 
functional properties: Image Acquisition, Image Processing 
and Architectural design from the perspective of whole 
system. 

 
Fig.1: Image Operational Properties 

III. IMAGE OPERATIONAL PROPERTIES 
Quantitative definition of Operational Requirements (OR) 

within the IVSS has not been provided so far, particularly 
those related to the Image Functional Properties. I.As an initial 
step to design new evaluation approach, it is necessary to 
provide determination of sectional blocks of Image Functional 
Properties. There are to general functional sections: 
• Image Acquisition, 
• Image Processing;  
Recently, both of these are influenced by the System 
Intelligence, which is realized through wide spectra of Image 
interpretation Algorithms. 

A. Image Acquisition 
The initial functional step of VSS is an Image Acquisition 

by the system sensing element which in this case is a 
Surveillance camera. The primary ability of the camera is 
gathering the Image information which is then transmitted 

through the communication interface, nonetheless the first 
generations of the VSS was enhanced by these major 
functionalities. Contemporary possibilities of the VSS 
advanced a lot, mostly because of the Convergence between 
CCTV and the area of Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT). Moreover, the applicability of VSS has 
been increasing due to these new possibilities. For the 
purposes of the evaluation we could imagine Surveillance 
camera as a set of optical elements by which the exposed 
scene are scanned, whereas the field of view of the camera are 
depended on following parameters: 
• The Image Sensor format, 
• Focal length of lenses, 
• Horizontal and vertical resolution of camera; 
Field of view of camera is in three-dimensional (3D) 
characterized as a polygon, which could be divided into 
several segments as you can see in Figure 2. Segment marks 
the area between two particular distances from the camera and 
serves to express the particular levels of detail in the scene. 
Specification of concrete parameters is formulated in the 
European standard [6], where do particular metrics are 
described. 
Inspect - If the OR requires the system to be capable of 
achieving the inspection category then the target should be 
reproduced at no lower resolution than 1 mm per pixel and the 
target should represent a screen height of 400 % PAL or 
equivalent identified in Figure 3.[6] 
Facial Identification - If the OR requires the system to be 
capable of producing images suitable for identifying faces 
then Annex B shall be used. The test consists of 9 human 
faces. It is designed to assess a CCTV system’s ability to 
identify faces. A random selection is presented towards the 
camera at a prescribed person percentage screen height or 
random selection is presented towards the camera at a 
prescribed person percentage screen height or which are 
recorded and evaluated. The OR will specify the percentage 
screen height at which a pass shall be achieved. [6] 
Recognize - If the OR requires the system to be capable of 
achieving the recognition category then the target should be 
reproduced at no lower resolution than 8 mm per pixel and the 
target should represent a screen height of 50 % PAL or 
equivalent identified in Figure 3.[6] 
Observe - If the OR requires the system to be capable of 
achieving the observation category then the target should be 
reproduced at no lower resolution than 16 mm per pixel and 
the target should represent a screen height of 25 % PAL or 
equivalent identified in Figure 3. The system should be tested 
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Fig.2: Fields of view

to ensure that some characteristic details of individuals can be 
identified, such as distinctive clothing. Individuals should be 
able to be clearly distinguished from each other, i.e. it should 
be possible to determine with a high level of confidence how 
many people are in the field of view. [6] 
Detect - If the OR requires the system to be capable of 
producing images suitable for detecting the presence of an 
intruder then Annex E shall be used. The target should be 
displayed at a minimum of 10 % screen height as specified in 
Figure 3 and no lower resolution than 40 mm per pixel.[6] 
Monitor - If the OR requires the system to be capable of 
producing images for crowd control or monitoring then the 
target should be reproduced at no lower resolution than 80 mm 
per pixel and no less than 5 % screen height as specified in 
Figure 3.[6] 
Field of view and level of detail are not only parameters which 
should be taken into account within the VSS design. The 
Image Acquisition is directly depended on the level of 
dynamism, lighting and other environmental conditions of the 
scene exposed. The imaging technologies are based on the 
interpretation of the lighting reflected from the objects placed 
in different spatial levels of the scene. This generally known 

fact has stimulated the innovation of the Automatic Exposure 
Adjustment (AEA) tools. The Digital Signal Processing (DSP) 
units which are situated in the camera body have been used to 
provide necessary processing power to continuous utilization 
of AEA tools. Brief description of particular tool is provided 
in Figure 4.[7] 
The question is how to evaluate the level of detail in the 
exposed scene influenced by spectra of environmental 
conditions mentioned above? Particular methods which have 
an ambition to partially answer this are proposed in section 3. 

B. Night vision 
Contemporaneous VSS are able to capture video sequence 

even in very adverse light conditions. Night vision of VSS 
could be realized by several methods: 
• Standard additional illumination, 
• Near Infrared Illumination (NIR), 
• High-sensitive Image sensors. 
Although the evaluation and testing of particular methods are 
tested by the VSS companies, there is still a lot of research 
space. Particularly level influence of environmental and 
adverse lighting conditions on the Video Content Analysis 

Category PAL 1080p 720p WSVGA SVGA 4CIF VGA 2CIF CIF QCIF 

Inspect 400 150 250 300 300 300 350 600 600 1200 

Identify 100 40 60 70 70 70 85 150 150 300 

Recognise 50 20 30 35 35 35 45 70 70 150 

Observe 25 10 15 20 20 20 25 35 35 70 

Detect 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 15 30 

Monitor 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 10 10 15 

Table 1: Level of detail specifications related to particular resolution 
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functions. For these purposes is also necessary to propose 
appropriate methods of measurement. 
 

IV. LEVELS AND CONDITIONS 
In the previous section were defined particular functional 

properties of IVSS, however questions which remain are 
related to possibilities of its effectiveness evaluation, in 
accordance to the measure of operational requirements 
fulfillment. Determination of particular image functional 
properties expects appropriately sophisticated solution. 
Logically the method “per partes” is applicable.  Simplest way 
is to evaluate system from basics to the most complex parts. 
For this purposes it is possible to comply the system into three 
main tiers. 
• Tier I – (Image Acquisition) – video sequence, Automatic 
Exposure Adjustment. 
• Tier II - (Elementary Image Processing) – video sequence, 
Video Content Analysis. 
• Tier III – (Advanced Image Processing) – video sequence, 
Video Content Analysis, Video Event Understanding. 

Empirical approach seems to be ideal method for the 
particular level of the system establishment. In the other hand 
it is important to consider that the area of research is realized 
in practice for more than twenty years. According to this fact, 
it is obvious that utilization of best practices of designers 
could have significant contribution to the IVSS evaluation 
guideline creation process. Gathering of the video sequence 
could be marked as a key function of systems at all levels. 
Another important factor, which is necessary to consider is 
reality, that the level of detail is depended on parameters of 
the camera merely in ideal laboratory conditions. There are a 
lot of factors which influence final form of the video sequence 
in real environment. These parameters could be divided into 
three main categories, considering position of system 
designer: 
• Fully influenceable (including intrinsic and extrinsic 
calibration) – parameters of camera and lenses (optical 
system), position and number of cameras, functionality and 
configuration of video content analysis and video event 
understanding tools. 
• Merelyinfluenceable – parameters of the scene 
(environmental conditions, lighting conditions, architectural 
dispositions). 
• Uninfluenceable– attributes related to object of observation 
(purely depended on the particular application). 
Not all of parameters mentioned above are measureable in 
certificated way. Some of them are different within the 
particular application what makes them totally individual. In 
other words we could consider these parameters as a group of 
technical and technological preferences and conditions of the 
exposed locations. Firstly, it is necessary to establish 
evaluation methods for purposes of both, the influenceable 
parameters and conditions. In following section the detailed 
description of existing evaluating methods is provided. 

V. EVALUATION METHODS 
It is important to consider, that evaluation methods vary in 

accordance with level of the tested system. In case of Tier I, a 
primary functional property is Image Acquisition. Exact 
methods of measurement are contained in European standard 
EN 50 132 -7. Whole process is based on comparison of 
measured levels of detail against these specified in operation 
requirements establishment process. For measurement is used 
evaluation pattern, as could be seen on Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 3: Evaluation pattern for level of detail measurement 

Measurement of the set optical characteristics is in laboratory 
conditions realized thru Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) 
[6]. Evaluation under real conditions utilize identical principal, 
but in subjective perspective. Both objective and subjective 
measurements are based on divergence of subject of 
observation contrast between subject and image planes. The 
measurement of contrast alternation relation on spatial 
frequency of black and white grid is provided in case of MTF. 
In real scenes is utilized Image Pattern illustrated on Fig. 2. 
In the novel approach which was proposed, the action of 
particular effect within the standard level of detail 
measurement methods are considered. These effects are 
lighting and environmental conditions. The quantitative 
measurement of lighting is proposed by use of color 
histograms. The main difference is that the light reflected is 
measured instead of the light level falling on the scene. 
Nonetheless, the comparison between these two methods will 
be provided, to establish the more appropriate one. The whole 
method is consisted of three main parts. 
• Level of detail evaluation 
• Lighting level measurement 
• Evaluation of Environmental conditions 

A. Level of detail evaluation 
As a method of level of detail evaluation was chosen 
ROTAKIN, the rotating target board. This method is very 
appropriate to measure dynamic scenes. 

B. Lighting level measurement 
As it was mentioned above, the original method to measure 
light conditions will be tested. The Rotakin test will be 
executed under the influence of different light conditions and 
the final interpretation of the scene will be evaluated within 
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the range of particular levels of detail. The evaluation of effect 
of AEA tools will be measured and evaluated as well. 

C. Environmental conditions effect evaluation 
Raining, snowing and the strong wind have also significant 
effect on the final appearance of the image. These aspects 
should be evaluated as well, the scale of intensity of each of 
them have to be proposed in order to specify requirements, 
how to oppose these conditions. The test is based on 
measurement and evaluation of particular conditions effect on 
the capability to provide defined level of detail. 
 
Tiers II and III, utilize completely different methods of 
evaluation. Firstly, it is necessary to specify functional 
properties of these tiers. Main function is to recognize 
specified activity in the scene, through video content analysis 
and video event understanding algorithms. The objective is 
testing effectiveness of these algorithms to provide support for 
the operators observing big amount of monitors. The most 
exploited and effective method for evaluating the algorithms is 
called mapping [7]. The mapping is based on compliance 
evaluation between real semantic information related to the 
scene and the information generated by particular algorithm. 
The packages of video sequences called datasets were 
developed for the purposes of video analytics algorithms 
evaluation. These evaluation annotations are a part of 
groundtruth, which represents complex testing tool. The rate 
of algorithm effectiveness is quantitatively expressed by 
appropriate metrics. The most used are following: 
• Precision, 
• Recall, 
• F-measure. 
Completely effective system matches high value in the metrics 
mentioned above. 
Precision expresses amount of relevant generated data within 
all generated data. This ratio is illustrated via equation n.1. 
 

P={RD}/{OD}        (1) 
 
Recall is function which demonstrates relation between 
relevant generated data within all real relevant data. This 
dependency is visualized through equation n.2. 
 

 R=({RD})/({ARD})           (2) 
 
Effectiveness of entire system is than illustrated by relation of 
these metrics, which forms precision-recall curves. The 
algorithms are than divided into two main categories. 
Precision or recall oriented. In order to get comprehensive 
result the F-measure is utilized. F-measure is formulated by 
following equation: 
 

 F=({P}*{R})/({P}+{R})         (3) 
 
Nonetheless, there exists relatively wide scale of evaluation 
metrics. For example:  Sequence Frame Detection Accuracy 
(SFDA), Multiple Object Detection Accuracy (MODA) a 
Multiple Object Detection Precision (MODP) [8]. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The area of the VSS Image Functional properties is quite 
complex. The novel approach how to evaluate these systems 
has been proposed, but it will be necessary to test it and 
produce some relevant data, before this complex evaluating 
approach will advance to next stage, the image processing 
process. This initial step of my research briefly recapitulated 
contemporary research on the field and establishes the 
evaluating methods. The future research will be predominately 
about testing and upgrading. These methods have an ambition 
to evaluate contemporary Intelligent VSS and their EVU tools.  
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